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The Perfect Fit
Artists, musicians, actors and dancers have to be excellent
listeners, keen observers, deep thinkers and intelligent processors
in order to truly connect with their respective audiences. Our
Social Emotional Learning (SEL) programme nurtures these skills,
which can so easily be undervalued and neglected in an academic
curriculum. It is, therefore, with considerable pride and eager
anticipation that I look forward to a new season of blossoming
creativity at Wetpups.
Kate Bernadoni, an art teacher, made the following statement
”Art is SEL.” Everything you do from conception to production and
beyond involves self-awareness, self-management, social
awareness, relationship skills and responsible decision making.”
I have no doubt in my mind that the inclusion of Mindfulness and
SEL in our curriculum will take the creative arts to the next level.
Creativity requires a mind that has been trained to hear that still,
inner voice that whispers a tune; a mind that notices the tiny
details that others, who rush, might miss - a mind that is fully
aware and present in the moment.
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Thought for the Week
“When you arise in the morning, think of what a precious privilege
it is to be alive; to breathe, to think, to enjoy, to love.”
“Meditations” by Roman emperor Marcus Aurelius (AD 121-180)

Effective communication through the arts helps us to make sense
of the world around us. It helps us to see through the eyes of
another, to walk in the moccasin shoes of another, and to
influence and challenge others to re-think and possibly adjust
previously firmly held views on certain issues. It takes tremendous
courage to make oneself vulnerable in this way, whether it is
sharing via a drawing, a song, a dance, playing an instrument, or
portraying a character on stage.
It is here, where I believe that, as a direct result of our SEL
programme, we will see more budding young artists boldly filling
those blank canvases, more boys feeling confident enough to step
onto our stage to dance, act, sing or play a musical instrument,
while not allowing themselves to be intimidated by what others
might say or think, because they have learnt to value themselves
and to be comfortable with who they are and what they believe.

Holiday Journey - Yuvaraj Gihwala - Grade 5

NANNA VAN ZYL - Head of Creative Arts

Headmaster’s Assembly and
Chapel Service
Click on the following link to view this week’s Headmaster’s
Assembly: https://www.loom.com/share/
a3b26de5ce454fd69c6f45e6021404d4
Click on the following link to view this week’s Chapel Service:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10PM7s1WoaEmlEM_gzLzDq2LtPAMHWS9/view
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Inspired by My Octopus Teacher - Oliver Badenhorst - Grade 7
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Grades 5 and 6 Artwork

Holiday Journey - Jamie Fleck - Grade 5

Inspired by My Octopus Teacher - Thomas Dales - Grade 6

Holiday Journey - Seth Hamilton - Grade 5
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Holiday Journey - Robert Kirsten - Grade 5
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